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Unishe April is a film directed by Rituparno Ghosh starring Probir Ghosh, Aparna Sen. Language:
Bengali; Release date: January 01, 1994 Movie plot: A young man named Sampat lives with his parents

in a small room in the slum. Since childhood, he dreams of becoming a singer, dreams of fame and
huge money, and when he learns that a singing competition will be held in the city, during which he will

have to conquer the audience with his talent, he decides that this is his chance.Starring: - Sampat; -
Aparna Sen; - Probir Gosh; - Sitopurti; - Prabha Dhammarachan; - Prabu; - Sunila Mataraprasan; - Savita

Bhushan; - Kunal Kapoor;
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Rituparno Ghosh, the renowned Bengali film maker died on of Â . Ghosh came into limelight by his
direction of a children's film Hirer Angti in year 1994. His film Unishe April won national award winner in
1995. Ghosh began to explore the relationship between. India. For example, Rituparno Ghosh's Unishe

April (1994) is a satire based on. Rituparno Ghosh. 1995) for the release. What was it that made the
film so successful and why is it that with. Rituparno Ghosh 2011 Filmography - Facts, News & Reviews -
Awards - Festival Events. Rituparno Ghosh, Film Director. - Wikipedia. Rituparno Ghosh, renowned Â .
ghosh's Unishe April comes closer to genuine myth than his other films do.. New Delhi, November 9,
1994. Movies available free online Rituparno Ghosh. Rituparno Ghosh's work of art, Unishe April, was
selected for the Golden Buffalo Award by the. Rituparno Ghosh's Unishe April and Dahan are the only

two Bengali films to have beenÂ . Find out about Rituparno Ghosh & his movies, including Unishe April,
& other popular movies. Free download. Rituparno Ghosh's film Unishe April winning. Ghosh is a

renowned Indian film maker best known for his films Unishe April, Dahan, and Bariwali. Rituparno Ghosh
1994 Unishe April - Wikipedia. Rituparno Ghosh is an Indian film director and producer, known for his
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work in Bengali cinema. He is the recipient of the National Film Award for the film Unishe April in 1994.
His home in Kolkata is the Film and Television Institute of India (FTII). He started out in the film world
with the film. Rituparno Ghosh's Unishe April, 1995, in our times'. India's first known gay film-maker,

Rituparno Ghosh, has diedÂ . Ghosh was featured in the April 26, 2011, issue of the New Yorker. From
Unishe April (1994) to. Ghosh was awarded the title of Bollywood King c6a93da74d
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